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Ether-Mach THC Guide

Ether-Mach THC Usage and Customization

Features

• Provides THC UP/DOWN control of the Z 
axis with anti-dive.

• Supports common THC controllers (ex, 
Proma THC 150)

• Includes free modification of the default 
Mach4 screenset and profile, providing:

◦ Probing to establish Z origin.

◦ Torch on sequence including ignition 
height, check for Arc Ok, pierce height, 
and pierce delay.

◦ THC control and settings panel for 
configuration and operation of the THC.

• Included screenset scripts are modularized 
and MIT licensed for straight-forward 
integration into custom OEM screensets

Product Brief

Starting with Ether-Mach version 2.0, THC is now 
supported. The Ether-Mach board provides a 
simple THC interface via a set of 5 Mach4 registers.
Using screenset scripting, Ether-Mach THC can be 
configured for a variety of plasma applications.

For ease of use, a pre-made screenset is included. 
For OEMs that wish to include Ether-Mach THC 
support, the scripts from this screenset can be re-
used to implement THC control support in any 
screenset.

This guide is written in four sections, each 
progressively “lower-level”. Depending on your use
case you will want to read:

• Section 1, for individual end users who 
want to use the provided screenset to 
operate their Ether-Mach THC.

• Section 2, for OEMs that want to include 
our THC control panel and its logic as-is on 
their own screenset.

• Section 3, for OEMs that want to include 
our probing and torch on sequence scripts 
but want to make the screenset interface 
themselves.

• Section 4, for OEMs that want to interface 
with the Ether-Mach plugin directly, to 
implement everything themselves.
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1: The s3Torch Screenset for Mach4 4.2.0.3481

1.1: Installation

The s3Torch screenset is included as an option in our installer. When installing, include the “s3Torch 
Screenset” component. WARNING: if you already have the profile installed, this will overwrite it! After 
installation, run the Mach4 Loader and a new profile named “s3Torch” will be available. Choose this to
load the s3Torch screenset and scripts.

By default, the screenset is configured to connect to the Ether-Mach board at the default address of 
10.7.7.7. If you are using the default address, it should connect successfully on startup; otherwise, go 
to the Ether-Mach plugin settings and reconfigure the address settings so that it will connect 
successfully (see the Ether-Mach User’s Guide for details). Once connected, configure Mach and 
Ether-Mach as needed to work with your CNC system. In addition to the usual setup for the motors, 
you will need some additional settings before THC will work.

1.2: Mach Setup for THC

In order for THC to work, you need to map 5 input signals and 1 output signal. The inputs are:

• THC On: The arc established signal from your THC controller (ex, Proma 150)

• THC Up: The THC up signal from your THC controller (ex, Proma 150)

• THC Down: The THC down signal from your THC controller (ex, Proma 150)

• Arc Ok: The arc established signal from your plasma control unit (ex, Hypertherm).

• Probe: The probe input.
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And the output is:

• Torch On: The torch on output to the plasma control unit (ex, Hypertherm).

You will find each of these signals in the Input Signals and Output Signals section of the Mach 
configuration dialog:

(Probe, THC On, THC Up, and THC Down input signals)

(Arc Ok input signal)

(Torch On output signal)

Note that the mappings shown in the pictures here are only examples – you can map them to any I/O 
you want, the important thing is that they are mapped and wired to the correct external devices (ie, 
the plasma control and THC unit).
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1.3: THC Settings

The THC Settings panel is the second tab of the torch section of the s3Torch screenset, in the bottom 
right.

The THC settings tab contains configuration options for the THC and for the torch on sequence. The 
settings are as follows:

• Probe Feedrate: The speed, in units per minute, of the probe used to establish Z origin.

• Probe Limit: The max depth, in machine coordinates, of the probe. If, whilst probing, the Z axis 
travels down to this machine coordinate, it will stop and give up.

• Max THC Up: The maximum number of units that the THC can lift the Z axis up from the pierce 
height.

• Max THC Down: The maximum number of units that the THC can drop the Z axis down from 
the pierce height. Note that this is a positive value, as in, the number of units down.

• Velocity: The velocity the Z axis will move at during THC, in units per minute.

• Antidive Threshold: The feedrate, in units per minute, below which THC will temporarily hold 
the axis position. To disable antidive, set this to zero.

• Pierce Height: The height above origin at which the torch will be held during the pierce.

• Pierce Delay: Number of seconds to hold the torch at the pierce height before beginning the 
cut. This can be a fractional number (ex, 2.3 or 0.7 seconds).

• Pierce Timeout: Number of seconds to wait for the Arc Ok signal before a timeout error 
occurs.
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• Ignition Height: Height at which the torch will be turned on.

• Torch Off Delay: Number of seconds, when turning the torch off (M5), to wait, to ensure that 
the plasma control unit has disabled the torch by the time the M5 macro completes.

1.4: THC Control

The THC control panel is the first tab of the torch section of the s3Torch screenset, in the bottom right.
An editable THC velocity DRO is present, along with an output showing the current correction applied 
by the THC.

1.4.1: Probe Mode and THC Referencing

In order for the torch on sequence to work properly, the Z axis origin must be offset so that it is 
located at the top of the material being cut. In addition, the Ether-Mach THC needs to be configured 
with upper and lower limits based on the origin and pierce height. The process of establishing this 
origin and setting these limits is called referencing the THC. 

Before performing the torch on sequence and using THC, this referencing must occur. The way that 
referencing occurs is controlled by the Probe Mode setting. It can be set to one of the following:

• Probe Mode ONCE: If the torch is turned on (M3 command) and no reference has been 
established, the M3 command will automatically probe the Z axis first and establish it before 
running the torch on sequence. Once the reference has been established (turning the THC Ref 
led on), subsequent M3 commands will no longer perform a probe. To clear the reference and 
make it probe again, click the Clear Ref button.

• Probe Mode ALWAYS: In this mode, a probe will be performed every time the torch is turned 
on (M3), so a new origin will be set for every cut. Use this mode if you are cutting material that
does not have a consistent thickness.

• Probe Mode NEVER: In this mode, the M3 command will never perform a probe. If the THC is 
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not referenced (THC Ref led off), the M3 will immediately fail with an error. To establish a 
reference, the user must manually press the Probe Z or Zero Z buttons. Use this mode if you 
want to manually zero the Z axis instead of probing.

After any EStop, homing of the Z axis, or change to the Pierce Height, referencing will have to be 
repeated.

1.4.2: Diagnostic LEDs

The THC control tab contains diagnostic LEDs and control buttons for torch and THC operation. The 
LEDs are:

• Torch On: Shows the state of the Torch On output, which signals to the plasma control unit to 
ignite the torch.

• THC En: Shows whether the Ether-Mach THC is currently active.

• THC Ref: Indicates whether a reference point for the THC has been established. This is done by 
either probing or zeroing the Z axis. If the probe mode is ONCE or ALWAYS, the torch on 
sequence will automatically probe to establish a reference; otherwise, the user must manually 
press Probe Z or Zero Z to establish a Z origin and reference the THC.

• THC Mode: Shows whether THC mode is enabled or not. When THC mode is on, the Ether-
Mach THC is enabled at the end of the torch on sequence; otherwise, it is kept off. 

• Arc OK: This shows the state of the Arc Ok feedback signal. When you are in THC Mode, the 
THC On input signal is used as the Arc Ok feedback instead of the Arc Ok input signal.

• Torch Up: This shows the state of the THC Up signal from the THC controller.

• Torch Down: This shows the state of the THC Down signal from the THC controller.

• Probe: This shows the state of the probe signal.

1.4.3: THC Control Buttons

The buttons on the panel are as follows:

• Toggle Torch: Turns the torch on and off. When turning the torch on, it will perform the torch 
on sequence (see next section).

• Probe Z: Probes the Z axis downwards to establish a Z origin and reference the THC.

• Zero Z: Sets the current location as Z origin and references the THC.

• Clear Ref: Clears the THC Ref indicator. This will cause the torch on sequence to probe again if 
you have a probe mode of ONCE.

• THC Mode: Turn THC mode On/Off. When in THC mode, the Ether-Mach THC is activated at the
end of the torch on sequence.

• Probe Mode: Cycles between the different probe modes, with the current mode shown to the 
button’s right.
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1.5: Torch On Sequence

When an M3 is executed or the Toggle Torch button is pressed to turn on the torch, the torch on 
sequence is executed. The sequence of events in this sequence are as follows:

1. Probing.

◦ If the probe mode is ALWAYS or if the probe mode is ONCE and there is no origin 
established, the Z axis will probe downwards at the Probe Feedrate toward the Probe Limit.

◦ If the probe mode is NEVER, probing will not occur, but the sequence will fail with an error 
if the user has not manually referenced the THC with the Zero Z or Probe Z buttons 
beforehand.

2. Move to Ignition Height: Z performs a rapid move to the Ignition Height.

3. Start the torch: The Torch On signal is enabled.

4. Wait for Arc OK. It waits for the number of seconds in the Pierce Timeout setting before it fails 
and reports a timeout error:

◦ If THC Mode is on, it waits for the THC On signal to be enabled.

◦ If THC Mode is off, it waits for the Arc Ok signal to be enabled.

5. Move to Pierce Height: Z performs a rapid move to the Pierce Height.

6. Wait for Pierce Delay: A delay for the length of the Pierce Delay occurs.

7. If THC Mode is on, start the THC.
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2: Integrating the THC panel into an existing screenset

The THC panel in the s3Torch screenset can be easily integrated as is into an existing screenset and 
profile by following these steps:

2.0: Step 0 – Install and configure the Ether-Mach plugin

It is best to have the Ether-Mach plugin installed, configured and working before doing this. For 
instructions on installing and configuring the Ether-Mach plugin, see the User’s Guide.

2.1: Step 1 – Create the required instance registers

The panel stores its settings in a collection of instance registers. For it to work, these registers must be 
added to your profile. To add instance registers, go to Configure→Plugins→Regfile and add the 
registers to the instance registers tab as shown in the picture below:

(The Register File Configuration with the required registers added. Make sure to enter the proper
initial values too. Descriptions were removed in the screenshot for formatting purposes, but are

reproduced below.)

The registers to add are as follows:
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• S3THCModeOn, initial value: 0, description: When non-zero, M3 will turn on THC after the 
pierce sequence

• S3THCProbeMode, initial value:  ONCE, description: Must be one of "NEVER", "ONCE", 
"ALWAYS". Chooses whether to probe only the first time you run an M3, every time, or to not 
probe automatically, in which case you must manually probe or zero the axis before the M3 
will run without errors.

• S3THCProbeSpeed, initial value: 20, description: Feedrate in IPM/mmPM when probing

• S3THCProbeDepth, initial value: -10, description: Depth limit of THC probe

• S3THCUpOffset, initial value: 3, description: Max number of units up from the ignition height 
that THC can travel

• S3THCDownOffset, initial value: 0.5, description: Max number of units down from the ignition 
height that THC can travel

• S3THCIgnitionHeight, initial value: 0.5, description: Height in units at which the torch is turned 
on

• S3THCPierceHeight, initial value: 0.3, description: Height in units at which the pierce is 
performed

• S3THCPierceTimeout, initial value: 2, description: Max time in seconds to wait for ARC OK 
during pierce before raising an error

• S3THCPierceDelay, initial value: 1, description: Time in seconds to wait for pierce to occur

• S3THCTorchOffDelay, initial value:  1, description: Time in seconds during M5 to wait for torch 
to turn off

• S3THCReferenced, initial value: 0, description: True once a reference for THC has been 
established by the Zero Z or Probe Z functions (will be done by M3 automatically in probe 
mode ONCE or ALWAYS)

2.2: Step 2 – Import the panel into your screenset.

Included in the Screens folder along with the s3Torch.set screenset is a s3TorchPanel.setc file, which 
can be imported in the Mach4 screenset editor to add the panel to a screen. To add the panel to your 
screenset, do the following:

2.2.1: Go to Operator→”Edit Screen” to open the screen editor.

Make sure there is room somewhere for the panel. It is 370×220 in size. Make note of the name of the
page, group panel, or notebook page where you want to add the panel.

2.2.2: Add the panel to the screenset

Right click, in the Screen Tree Manager on the right, the panel (ie, page, group, tab, etc) where you 
want to add the panel and click import. Navigate to the s3TorchPanel.setc file and select it. This will 
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add it to your screen.

After adding it, it will be in a fairly arbitrary location. Set the proper location of the panel by editing 
the Top and Left Properties of the nbTHC object. We do not recommend trying to drag the notebook 
object around as this does not work reliably.

(Selecting a place to put the panel and importing it)
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(After importing the panel)

(After adjusting the nbTHC object position)
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2.2.3: Save the screenset

Go to Screen→”Save Screen” or Screen→”Save Screen As” to save your changes.

2.3: Step 3 – Adding the Macros and Modules to the Profile.

The THC panel and behavior depends on a set of Macros and some Lua Modules that are used by the 
screenset and the macros.

To get the macros, copy the m3.mcs, m5.mcs and m901.mcs files from the s3Torch profile’s Macro 
folder to your profile’s Macro folder.

To get the modules, copy the entire Modules folder inside the s3Torch profile folder to your profile 
folder. Note that this is a different folder than the Modules folder in the Mach4 install directory – this 
one is in the profile’s folder. (ex, copy the C:\Mach4Hobby\Profiles\s3Torch\Modules folder to 
C:\Mach4Hobby\Profiles\MyAwesomeProfile)

2.4: Step 4 – Loading the S3THCUI code in your screenset.

The THC panel requires a module to be loaded and called at certain places in your screenset script. We
will add this to your screenset now.

2.4.1: Getting to the screenset scripts

Go to the screen editor, like before, and click on the top node of your Screen Tree Manager. Then, go 
to the events tab in the properties box. Here are the 4 screenset scripts that need to be edited. To edit
one, click the three dot button that shows up when you select one.
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2.4.2: Screen load script

Add the following source code to the END of the Screen Load Script:

--===================================================== 
-- STEPPER3 LLC S3THCUI MODULE LOADING
--=====================================================

local S3Inst = mc.mcGetInstance()
local S3ProfileModulePath = mc.mcCntlGetMachDir(S3Inst) .. 
                            [[\Profiles\]] ..
                            mc.mcProfileGetName(S3Inst) ..
                            [[\Modules\]]
local S3ModulePath = mc.mcCntlGetMachDir(S3Inst) ..  [[\Modules\]]
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ProfileModulePath .. "?.lua"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ProfileModulePath .. "?.luac"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ModulePath .. "?.lua"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ModulePath .. "?.luac"

if package.loaded.S3THCUI == nil then
    S3THCUI = require "S3THCUI"
end

S3PLCIterCount = 0

2.4.3: Screen unload script

Add the following source code to the END of the Screen Unload Script
S3THCUI:OnUnload()

2.4.4: PLC Script

Add the following source code to the END of the PLC Script:
S3PLCIterCount = S3PLCIterCount + 1
if S3PLCIterCount == 1 then
    S3THCUI:OnLoad()
end
S3THCUI:OnPLC()

2.4.5: Signal Script

Add the following source code to the END of the Signal Script:
S3THCUI:OnSignal(sig, state)

2.4.6: Save the screenset

Go to Screen→”Save Screen” to save the changes. The next time you load this screenset, the added 
code will be loaded and running, so the THC panel will be fully functional.
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2.5: Step 5 – Rename input and output signals (Optional)

For clarity, some of the Mach4 signals should have their names changed, to match what they are 
called in the s3Torch profile:

• “Input #63” becomes “Arc Ok”

• “Spindle On” becomes “Torch On”

If you don’t know how to change these by editing the Machine.ini file, it is explained below.

To change these, go into your profile directory and open the Machine.ini file with a text editor like 
notepad or notepad++. Use the find feature of the editor (typically Ctrl-F) and search for “Input #63” 
without quotes. You will arrive at a line “Desc=Input #63”. Change everything after the equal sign to 
read “Arc Ok”, so that the line is now “Desc=Arc Ok”. Repeat this process to find “Spindle On” and 
change it to “Torch On”.

At this point, the s3Torch panel is now fully integrated into your screenset and should be working. Test
each panel LED, DRO, and button as well as the M3 and M5 scripts to ensure that everything is 
functional.

2.6: Step 6 – Change Z Position DRO source (Optional)

The Mach4 “Z Multiple Pos” DRO Code will not include changes to the Z position due to THC 
correction – it only shows the results of motion that was planned by Mach4 itself, like jogging or 
GCode movement. To get your Z axis DRO to include the correction in its readout, you can change your
screenset’s Z position DRO to an Ether-Mach register. In the screenset editor click on your Z position 
DRO to get to the properties editor for it.  Unmap DRO Code “Z Multiple Axis” (so that the DRO Code 
property is now blank) and instead bind the DRO to the “Ether-Mach/THCPositionWithCorrection” 
register, using the “Register” property. This register will output the sum of the “Z Multiple Pos” value 
and the “Ether-Mach/THCCorrection” register, producing a correct current position for the axis.
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3: Using the S3THC.lua library to implement custom panels

The logic behind the s3Torch panel is separated into an MIT licensed single file Lua Module, allowing 
easy reuse. If you want to implement your own screenset panel but don’t want to write all of the THC 
sequence code, this file and the accompanying macros can be reused.

3.1: Incorporating S3THC.lua into your screenset

To get S3THC.lua into your screenset, you need to do the following steps from section 2 of this guide:

1. 2.0: Step 0 – Install and configure the Ether-Mach plugin

2. 2.1: Step 1 – Create the required instance registers

3. 2.3: Step 3 – Adding the Macros and Modules to the Profile

4. 2.5: Step 5 – Rename input and output signals (Optional)

For step 3, you do not need the S3THCUI.lua file in the Modules folder, since you are not using the 
s3Torch panel. Also, you can put S3THC.lua in the install directory’s modules folder 
(C:\Mach4\Modules) instead of the profile modules folder (C:\Mach4\Profiles\MyProfile\Modules) if 
you prefer.

For step 1, if you want to change the names of the instance registers, you can change the register 
names that S3THC.lua expects by modifying the path fields in the Registers table at the top of the 
S3THC.lua file.

For step 5, if you want the Arc Ok signal to be read from a different input instead of from Input #63, 
you can change it by modifying the value of the ISIG_ARC_OK variable at the top of the S3THC.lua file.
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3.2: Loading S3THC.lua

To load the S3THC module and have it available, you will need to add the following to your screen load
script or the beginning of any macro file you write that uses the S3THC module:

--===================================================== 
-- STEPPER3 LLC S3THC MODULE LOADING
--=====================================================

local S3Inst = mc.mcGetInstance()
local S3ProfileModulePath = mc.mcCntlGetMachDir(S3Inst) .. 
                            [[\Profiles\]] ..
                            mc.mcProfileGetName(S3Inst) ..
                            [[\Modules\]]
local S3ModulePath = mc.mcCntlGetMachDir(S3Inst) ..  [[\Modules\]]
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ProfileModulePath .. "?.lua"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ProfileModulePath .. "?.luac"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ModulePath .. "?.lua"
package.path = package.path .. ";" .. S3ModulePath .. "?.luac"

if package.loaded.S3THC == nil then
    S3THC = require "S3THC"
end

This will create a global variable S3THC containing the THC module. The module is operated through a 
number of methods, which must be called using Lua’s colon syntax. For example, to call the ZeroZAxis 
method, you would write:
S3THC:ZeroZAxis()

This is semantically equivalent to:
S3THC.ZeroZAxis(S3THC)

… but is much easier to read and write.

The next section will document each of the method calls available on the S3THC module.

3.3: S3THC Module Documentation

3.3.1: S3THC:OnLoad()

This call initializes the S3THC module at screen startup by clearing the THC Enable and THC Ref register
values and loading the saved parameter data from the profile. This should be called once in the first 
execution of the PLC script, or in the Screen Load Script. See the code in Step 4 of section 2 for an 
example of how to only run some code in the first PLC iteration.

3.3.2: S3THC:OnUnload()

This call saves all of the THC register values to the profile. It should be called once in the Screen 
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Unload script.

3.3.3: S3THC:OnSignal(sigId, sigValue)

This should be called in your Signal Script like so:
S3THC:OnSignal(sig, state)

This method monitors signals to detect an EStop or Homing event. When an EStop is detected (ie, 
machine goes from enabled to not enabled), the torch and THC are shut off and the THC reference is 
cleared. When the Z axis is homed or loses its reference, the THC reference is cleared.

3.3.4: S3THC:OnM3()

This method should only be called in macros, since it uses wx.wxMilliSleep to perform blocking delays. 
It called by the included m3.mcs macro to perform the torch on sequence. To turn the torch on from 
the screenset, call mc.mcCntlMdiExecute(inst, “M3”) instead of calling this directly.

3.3.5: S3THC:OnM5()

This method should only be called in macros, since it uses wx.wxMilliSleep to perform blocking delays. 
It is called by the included m5.mcs script to perform the torch off sequence. To turn the torch off from 
the screenset, call mc.mcCntlMdiExecute(inst, “M5”) instead of calling this directly.

3.3.6: S3THC:OnM901()

This method should only be called in macros. It is used by the included m901.mcs macro to probe the 
Z axis. To probe the Z axis from the screenset, call mc.mcCntlMdiExecute(inst, “M901”) instead of 
calling this directly.

3.3.7: S3THC:OnNewPierceHeight()

This method should be called any time the Pierce Height register is changed (S3THCPierceHeight). A 
good place to call this is in the modify script of a DRO mapped to that register.

3.3.8: S3THC:ZeroZAxis()

This method can be used to zero the Z axis to establish an origin and reference the THC. Use this to 
zero Z instead of other code because only this will ensure that the Ether-Mach THC registers get 
updated with correct upper and lower limits.

3.3.9: S3THC:ClearReference()

This method clears the reference flag (S3THCReferenced) so that a new probe or zero is required on 
the Z axis.
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3.3.10: S3THC:ToggleTHCMode()

This method turns THC Mode on and off

3.3.11: S3THC:CycleProbeMode()

This method cycles between different probe mode options in the order ONCE, ALWAYS, NEVER.

3.3: Registers to map screen DROs

Each of the registers described in section 2.1 control one of the THC control settings and should be be 
editable in some way in your new screenset. In addition to these register however, some of the board 
hardware registers are also set directly as user settings:

• "Ether-Mach/THCEnable”

• "Ether-Mach/THCVelocity"

• "Ether-Mach/THCAntidive"

Additionally, the following registers from the hardware provide useful outputs that you will likely want
to display:

• “Ether-Mach/THCCorrection”

• “Ether-Mach/THCPositionWithCorrection”

For details on the behavior of these register see section 4 below.

4: The Ether-Mach Plugin THC Interface

This section describes the direct plugin interface for controlling the Ether-Mach THC. This section is 
useful if you want to write all of the torch control logic and handling yourself, or already have existing 
M3 and M5 scripts and want to incorporate Ether-Mach THC. The Ether-Mach THC is controlled by 5 
registers provided under the Ether-Mach device.

The Ether-Mach THC registers are as follows:

• "Ether-Mach/THCEnable”: Set from 0 to 1 to enable THC. When enabled, an active THC On 
signal will cause the Ether-Mach board to take control of the Z axis and move it up and down in
accordance with the THC Up and THC Down signals. When the THC On signal is deactivated or 
when this register is set to 0 again, the Z axis will return to its previous position.

• "Ether-Mach/THCUpperLimit": The upper limit of travel for the THC, in Machine Coordinates.

• "Ether-Mach/THCLowerLimit": The lower limit of travel for the THC, in Machine Coordinates.

• "Ether-Mach/THCVelocity": The velocity to perform THC at, in units per minute.

• "Ether-Mach/THCAntidive": The feedrate threshold below which THC holds the axis in place, 
in units per minute. Set to 0 to disable antidive.

• “Ether-Mach/THCCorrection”: Shows the amount of correction the THC is applying to the 
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original Z position.

• “Ether-Mach/THCPositionWithCorrection”: Shows the sum of the THC correction with the 
normal Z axis position DRO value. The normal Z axis position DRO will not change with the 
correction, since the THC is handled entirely by the board unbeknownst to Mach4. So, when 
displaying the Z axis position on the screenset, use this register instead to get the true current 
position.

These four settings can be changed even while the THC is on and active – changing velocity will make 
it re-adjust its speed, for instance. If the upper or lower limit changes such that it is beyond the range 
of the limits, it will immediately start moving back until it is within the range again.

These settings allow simple and straightforward control of the THC, but do not provide any logic for 
managing pierce delay, pierce height, probing, checking that the arc is established etc. If you are not 
using S3THC.lua, which implements all of this, you are expected to implement this yourself and 
incorporate control of Ether-Mach’s THC into your own customizations.
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